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The “nutritional wheels” 
illustrate some of the biological antagonistic
relationships between the nutrients (arrows 
indicate antagonistic effect). Antagonisms 
can occur on an absorptive level (intestinal) 
or metabolic level (cellular), producing 
compartmental displacement or increasing
requirements.
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Introduction
The therapeutic use of vitamins and
minerals is far advanced over what
it was just a few years ago. This is
due to extensive research that has
resulted in a better understanding of
biochemistry and how it is affected
by nutrition. With this wealth of
information available to us today,
we can no longer take lightly the
role of nutrition in health and 
disease. Nutritional recommenda-
tions should not be based simply
upon external symptoms, the latest
fad or a mere shotgun approach. 
In fact, the nutritional treatment of
an individual or the correction of
metabolic disturbances should be
directed toward bringing the entire
metabolic milieu into a proper 
balance.
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What does hair tissue
reflect?
Hair is formed in the dermis from a cluster of
matrix cells that make up the follicle. During the
growth phase, metabolic activity is greatly
increased, exposing the hair to the internal meta-
bolic environment. This includes the extracellular
fluids, circulating blood and lymph. As the hair
reaches the surface of the skin, its outer layers
harden, locking in the metabolic products accu-
mulated during this period of hair formation.

Hair is the second most metabolically active 
tissue and by the very nature of its formation as a
biological sample, may provide a permanent
record of the metabolic activity occurring within
the body during its period of growth. The first inch
and one-half (ie 4 cm) of hair closest to the scalp
from the occipital region can provide a good indi-
cation of the nutrient and toxic metal exposure
over the previous eight to sixteen weeks. A miner-
al deficiency or excess revealed in the hair test 
can indicate a possible deficiency, excess or 
bio-unavailability of that mineral within the body.

Tissue mineral analysis is a good 
indicator of the metabolic processes 
occurring within the cells 
(intracellular).

Investigators in the United States, Germany,
England, Sweden, Canada, Poland and Japan have
shown that concentrations of elements in the hair
provide an accurate and permanent record. A
close correlation was noted between tissue trace
element levels in the hair and internal organs. 

Hair is used as the tissue of choice by the
Environmental Protection Agency in determining
toxic metal exposure. A 1980 report from the EPA
stated that human hair can be effectively used for
biological monitoring of the highest-priority toxic
metals. This report confirmed the findings of other
studies that concluded that human hair may be 
a more appropriate tissue than blood or urine 
for studying community exposure to some trace 
metals.

Is blood as good an 
indicator of mineral 
status as hair?
The blood and serum do contain minerals, but
they may not be completely representative of the
body’s mineral storage. In many cases, the serum
level of minerals is maintained at the expense of
tissue concentration (homeostatic mechanisms).
Serum concentrations may fluctuate with 
emotional changes, the time of day the blood is
drawn, or foods eaten prior to taking a sample. For 
example, serum magnesium can fluctuate 
depending upon the blood drawing technique. The
longer the tourniquet is applied, the higher the
magnesium rises as a result of tissue hypoxia. Also
symptoms of iron deficiency can be present long
before low serum levels can be detected, as iron
deficiency symptoms before anaemia are very 
common.

Blood analysis for minerals is a good 
indicator of the transport of minerals to 
and from the storage areas of the body
(extracellular).

TISSUE MINERAL ANALYS IS2

What is tissue mineral analysis?

TI SSUE MINERAL ANALYS IS (TMA) of the hair is an analytical test that assays
the mineral composition of the hair. As a screening test in the preventive health
care field, hair analysis is proving invaluable as clinical results continue to 

validate its increasing use. Interpreted correctly, tissue mineral analysis data may 
provide indications of mineral imbalances, deficiencies and excesses of many essen-
tial and toxic elements. Despite certain limitations discussed later in this information
booklet, trace mineral analysis of the hair can greatly assist the doctor in assessing a
patient’s health and nutritional status. Used in conjunction with other familiar 
diagnostic tests, hair analysis data can provide a more holistic and comprehensive
picture upon which to base the most effective nutritional therapy.
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Excess accumulation of minerals in the body are
often undetected in the serum due to their removal
from the blood for deposition into the tissues.
When this occurs, the mineral may fail to be
excreted through the urine or intestinal tract.
Thirty to forty days following an acute exposure
to the toxic metal lead, for instance, elevated
serum levels may be undetectable as a result of the
body’s removing the lead from the serum as a 
protective measure and depositing the metal into
such tissues as the liver, bones, teeth and hair.

Minerals may fluctuate between the serum and 
tissues in acute or chronic conditions. This is seen
with copper and iron during infections, inflamma-
tory disorders, and certain malignancies. Also,
calcium loss from the body can become so
advanced that severe osteoporosis develops 
without any appreciable changes noted in the
blood levels of calcium. 

Advantages of hair analysis 

■ Hair specimens can be collected more quickly
and easily than blood, urine or any other tissue,
using a non-invasive method.
■ Hair analysis is more cost-effective than trace
mineral testing through other means.
■ Unlike blood, hair is less susceptible to the 
homeostatic mechanisms that quickly affect trace
element levels.
■ Long term deviations of mineral retention or
losses are more easily detected in hair than
blood.
■ Concentrations of most elements in the hair
are significantly higher than those found in the
blood and other tissues.
■ Hair provides a record of past as well as 
present trace element levels, ie biological 
activity.
■ Hair provides information about substances 
entering the hair from the blood serum as well 
as from external sources.
■ Hair is invaluable in the assessment of toxic
metal levels.

Why test for minerals?
In the words of the late Dr. Henry Schroeder, trace
elements (minerals) “are more important than are
the vitamins, in that they cannot be synthesised
by living matter. Thus they are the spark-plugs in
the chemistry of life, on which the exchanges of
energy in the combustion of foods and the build-
ing of living tissues depend.” 

Dr. Emanual Cheraskin states in his book, Diet and
Disease, “Minerals have interrelationships with
every other nutrient. Without optimum mineral
levels within the body, the other nutrients are not
effectively utilised.”

Minerals are also necessary in the production of
hormones. For example, manganese and copper
are necessary for catecholamine synthesis; zinc is
involved in the production, storage, and secretion
of insulin and is also necessary for growth 
hormones.

Another important function of the essential min-
erals is their necessity for enzyme activity RNA
construction. Minerals are involved with enzymes
in two ways: they make up a part of, or are con-
tained within, the enzyme (metaloenzyme), and
they act as enzyme activators. 

Enzymes that require Zinc:
Carbonic Anhydrase Alkaline Phosphatase
Carboxypeptidase Alcohol Dehydrogenase
Lactic Dehydrogenase Plasma RNase

Enzyzmes that require Copper:
Cytochrome C Oxidase Uricase
Dopamine Hydroxylase Tyrosinase
Super Oxide Dismutase Ascorbic Acid Oxidase

Enzymes that require Iron:
Cytochrome C Oxidase Xanthine Oxidase
Cytochrome C Reductase NADH Dehydrogenase
Peroxidase Aconitase

Biochemical individuality
New investigations in biochemistry, physiology,
and nutrition are continually supporting the con-
cept of biochemical individuality. The following
early investigators developed or correlated 
findings in their fields to support the basis of 
individual biochemical requirements. 

Roger Williams, PhD, published research data
showing that children of the same family had 
significantly different nutritional needs. One child
required several times more of a particular 
nutrient than the other. Adults of the same age
and size in similar environmental settings also
showed several-fold differences in their nutrition-
al requirements in order to maintain health. 
Dr. Williams referred to this as “biochemical 
individuality.”

INTERCL IN ICAL LABORATOR IES 3
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fluids, circulating blood and lymph. As the hair
reaches the surface of the skin, its outer layers
harden, locking in the metabolic products accu-
mulated during this period of hair formation.

Hair is the second most metabolically active 
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cation of the nutrient and toxic metal exposure
over the previous eight to sixteen weeks. A miner-
al deficiency or excess revealed in the hair test 
can indicate a possible deficiency, excess or 
bio-unavailability of that mineral within the body.

Tissue mineral analysis is a good 
indicator of the metabolic processes 
occurring within the cells 
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Is blood as good an 
indicator of mineral 
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they may not be completely representative of the
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level of minerals is maintained at the expense of
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Serum concentrations may fluctuate with 
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drawn, or foods eaten prior to taking a sample. For 
example, serum magnesium can fluctuate 
depending upon the blood drawing technique. The
longer the tourniquet is applied, the higher the
magnesium rises as a result of tissue hypoxia. Also
symptoms of iron deficiency can be present long
before low serum levels can be detected, as iron
deficiency symptoms before anaemia are very 
common.

Blood analysis for minerals is a good 
indicator of the transport of minerals to 
and from the storage areas of the body
(extracellular).
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What is tissue mineral analysis?

TI SSUE MINERAL ANALYS IS (TMA) of the hair is an analytical test that assays
the mineral composition of the hair. As a screening test in the preventive health
care field, hair analysis is proving invaluable as clinical results continue to 

validate its increasing use. Interpreted correctly, tissue mineral analysis data may 
provide indications of mineral imbalances, deficiencies and excesses of many essen-
tial and toxic elements. Despite certain limitations discussed later in this information
booklet, trace mineral analysis of the hair can greatly assist the doctor in assessing a
patient’s health and nutritional status. Used in conjunction with other familiar 
diagnostic tests, hair analysis data can provide a more holistic and comprehensive
picture upon which to base the most effective nutritional therapy.
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from the blood for deposition into the tissues.
When this occurs, the mineral may fail to be
excreted through the urine or intestinal tract.
Thirty to forty days following an acute exposure
to the toxic metal lead, for instance, elevated
serum levels may be undetectable as a result of the
body’s removing the lead from the serum as a 
protective measure and depositing the metal into
such tissues as the liver, bones, teeth and hair.

Minerals may fluctuate between the serum and 
tissues in acute or chronic conditions. This is seen
with copper and iron during infections, inflamma-
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levels within the body, the other nutrients are not
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of insulin and is also necessary for growth 
hormones.

Another important function of the essential min-
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construction. Minerals are involved with enzymes
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findings in their fields to support the basis of 
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Roger Williams, PhD, published research data
showing that children of the same family had 
significantly different nutritional needs. One child
required several times more of a particular 
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al requirements in order to maintain health. 
Dr. Williams referred to this as “biochemical 
individuality.”
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Melvin Page, DDS, of the Page Foundation, deter-
mined metabolic types by using anthropometric
measurements of the upper and lower extremities
in conjunction with blood parameters and other
physical characteristics. He noted that his findings
correlated with certain neurological and endocrine
characteristics, which he termed “sympathetic”
and “parasympathetic” dominance. 

George Watson, PhD, also recognised biochemical
individuality. He developed categories according
to cellular oxidation rates. Oxidation is the process
by which ATP (adenosine triphosphate) ultimately
is formed. ATP is the major energy constituent of
the cell normal functioning of the glycolysis and
Krebs cycles are required for adequate ATP pro-
duction. Each step of these two energy production
cycles requires individual nutrients for its
completion. A lack of or an excess of specific
nutritional factors can contribute to a reduced or
accelerated cellular oxidation rate. Thus, Dr.
Watson used the terms “fast” and “slow” oxidation
types.

Metabolic types
Further research has increased our ability to
recognise metabolic types more definitively
through tissue mineral patterns of the hair. 
Dr. David L. Watts has found that certain mineral
patterns reveal metabolic characteristics that 
correlate well with the descriptions of the earlier
investigators.

Metabolism is a term used to describe 
nutrient utilisation or efficiency on a cellular
level resulting in energy production and 
maintenance. Cellular metabolism is 
controlled by neurological and endocrine
function, which will affect nutrient 
absorption, retention and excretion.

Dr. Watts has conducted clinical research in tissue
mineral analysis by correlating over 200,000 
tissue mineral analyses with specific physical and
biochemical characteristics. As a result, eight 
distinct metabolic categories can be identified
through a properly obtained and assayed sample.*
These include, the fast and slow metabolic types,
each with their four sub-types.

The metabolic types with their sub-categories can
generally be associated with the various stages of
stress, whether acute or chronic in nature.
Developed by Hans Selye, these are the alarm,

resistance, recovery and/or exhaustion stages.
Metabolic typing through TMA allows these stages
of stress to be more easily determined, and thera-
py can then be made specific by working with
rather than against the body’s normal responses to
stress.

The following descriptions will briefly define the
characteristics of Fast and Slow Metabolism 
and the neuro-endocrine combinations of the sub-
categories.

*Sample washing and preparatory procedures will
vary from laboratory to laboratory. Improper
methods and procedures will adversely affect
those mineral patterns, ie ratios, that are critical
for this method of determining metabolic types, as
developed by Trace Elements Inc. 

Fast Metabolism
Fast Metabolism is synonymous with Sympathetic
Dominance, Fast Oxidation and Type A personali-
ty. Excessive sympathetic nervous system activity
increases the availability of glucose for rapid
metabolism via epinephrine release from the 
adrenal medulla. The adrenal medulla stimulates
other areas of the body that are not directly inner-
vated by sympathetic nerve fibres and can
increase the metabolic rate by as much as 100 
percent.

The fast metaboliser’s cellular oxidation is more
than adequate in pyruvate and oxaloacetic acid
production, but inadequate in the production of
acetates. This results in incomplete energy 
production in the Krebs cycle. The fast metabolis-
er is in a state of rapid glycolysis, which accounts
for the high metabolic rate. High HCI with tissue
acidity and low pancreatic enzyme production are
usually present also.

The fast metaboliser is usually experiencing a con-
siderable amount of stress (physical, emotional, or
a combination of both). He or she often enjoys
stressful situations and may even seek them out.
This type of person is usually late for appoint-
ments, somewhat agitated or hyperexcitable, and
is often considered a workaholic. If the metabo-
lism becomes too fast, he begins to experience
more emotional stress, especially anxiety about
the future. The blood pressure may become elevat-
ed, with accompanying dental problems and
excessive perspiration. Frequently, an increased
need to eat develops in order to maintain high
energy levels. Weight gain will usually occur in
the abdominal region. 

T ISSUE MINERAL ANALYS IS4
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Fast Metabolism Type 1: Classified as sympa-
thetic dominant with increased adrenal activity
and increased thyroid function. This synchronous
neuro- endocrine combination will frequently
result in increased energy levels. However, if an
imbalance develops between the adrenal and 
thyroid glands, the ability to sustain energy levels
may become diminished. The Fast Metaboliser
Type 1 can develop TMA patterns associated 
with an alarm, resistance or recovery stage of
stress.

Fast Metabolism Type 2: Classified as sympa-
thetic dominant with increased adrenal cortical
activity and lowered thyroid function. This imbal-
anced neuro-endocrine combination reflects the
alarm stage of stress. When the adrenal cortex
becomes dominant over thyroid activity, energy
fluctuations may become dramatic. Often the Type
2 individual will experience an increase then a
decrease in energy levels, which can contribute to
significant mood swings.

Fast Metabolism Type 3: Classified as sympa-
thetic dominant with decreased adrenal cortical
activity in conjunction with increased thyroid
function. This imbalanced neuro-endocrine 
combination is indicative of the resistance or
exhaustion stage of stress and is often associated
with depression and irritability if chronic. 

Fast Metabolism Type 4: Classified as sym-
pathetic neurological dominance with decreased
adrenal activity and decreased thyroid glandular
function. This neuro-endocrine combination is
associated with the exhaustion stage of stress,
often reflected in extreme fatigue, depression, and
anxiety.

Slow Metabolism
Slow Metabolism is synonymous with parasympa-
thetic Dominance, Slow Oxidation and Type B
personality. Generally speaking, the slow metabol-
ic types metabolise glucose at a reduced rate. If
slow metabolism is severe, energy production and
maintenance of normal energy levels will become
inadequate. This is a result of the inability to split
glucose molecules to form adequate amounts of
pyruvates and oxaloacetic acid in the glycolysis
cycle. This then leads to the inability to produce
citric acid in the Krebs cycle. Low HCI and tissue
alkalinity are also usually present.

Slow metabolisers are most often well organised
and methodical. They tend to start projects and see
them through to completion. Often regarded as
perfectionists, they perform best when not under

stress. If the metabolic rate becomes excessively
reduced they are subject to fatigue, requiring extra
amounts of rest. They eventually experience
depression, often dwelling upon the past. Blood
pressure may decrease below normal, and they
may develop cold hands and feet. Weight gain will
usually be noticed on the thighs and hips. If the
metabolism continues to decrease, protein food
(especially meats) will become poorly tolerated
which may then increase their tendency toward
vegetarianism.

Slow Metabolism Type 1: Classified as para-
sympathetic dominant with decreased adrenal
medullary activity and decreased thyroid function.
This synchronous neuro-endocrine combination
will result in sustained energy levels (endurance);
however, the production of energy will be below
optimum. The slow metaboliser Type 1 can expe-
rience any one of the four stages of stress.

Slow Metabolism Type 2: Classified as para-
sympathetic dominant with increased adrenal 
cortical activity and decreased thyroid function.
This imbalanced neuro-endocrine combination is
indicative of the alarm stage of stress. When the
adrenal cortex is dominant relative to the thyroid,
energy fluctuations may become pronounced. The
slow metaboliser Type 2 will normally experience
both elevated and depressed energy levels, which
can contribute to significant mood swings. 

Slow Metabolism Type 3: Classified as para-
sympathetic dominant with decreased adrenal 
cortical activity and increased thyroid function.
This imbalanced neuro-endocrine combination is
indicative of the resistance or exhaustion stages of
stress. When chronic, slow metabolism Type 3 is
often associated with depression and irritability. 

Slow Metabolism Type 4: Classified as para-
sympathetic dominant with high adrenal activity
in conjunction with elevated thyroid function.
This imbalanced neuro-endocrine combination is
usually a result of an acute alarm stage of stress
that has progressed into the stage of resistance.

Endocrine/mineral 
relationships
The mineral patterns found in the hair reflect the
internal metabolic environment. These TMA pat-
terns are greatly influenced by the endocrine
glands and are largely a reflection of endocrine
activity that contributes to increased absorption,
retention and excretion of trace elements.
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Melvin Page, DDS, of the Page Foundation, deter-
mined metabolic types by using anthropometric
measurements of the upper and lower extremities
in conjunction with blood parameters and other
physical characteristics. He noted that his findings
correlated with certain neurological and endocrine
characteristics, which he termed “sympathetic”
and “parasympathetic” dominance. 

George Watson, PhD, also recognised biochemical
individuality. He developed categories according
to cellular oxidation rates. Oxidation is the process
by which ATP (adenosine triphosphate) ultimately
is formed. ATP is the major energy constituent of
the cell normal functioning of the glycolysis and
Krebs cycles are required for adequate ATP pro-
duction. Each step of these two energy production
cycles requires individual nutrients for its
completion. A lack of or an excess of specific
nutritional factors can contribute to a reduced or
accelerated cellular oxidation rate. Thus, Dr.
Watson used the terms “fast” and “slow” oxidation
types.

Metabolic types
Further research has increased our ability to
recognise metabolic types more definitively
through tissue mineral patterns of the hair. 
Dr. David L. Watts has found that certain mineral
patterns reveal metabolic characteristics that 
correlate well with the descriptions of the earlier
investigators.

Metabolism is a term used to describe 
nutrient utilisation or efficiency on a cellular
level resulting in energy production and 
maintenance. Cellular metabolism is 
controlled by neurological and endocrine
function, which will affect nutrient 
absorption, retention and excretion.

Dr. Watts has conducted clinical research in tissue
mineral analysis by correlating over 200,000 
tissue mineral analyses with specific physical and
biochemical characteristics. As a result, eight 
distinct metabolic categories can be identified
through a properly obtained and assayed sample.*
These include, the fast and slow metabolic types,
each with their four sub-types.

The metabolic types with their sub-categories can
generally be associated with the various stages of
stress, whether acute or chronic in nature.
Developed by Hans Selye, these are the alarm,

resistance, recovery and/or exhaustion stages.
Metabolic typing through TMA allows these stages
of stress to be more easily determined, and thera-
py can then be made specific by working with
rather than against the body’s normal responses to
stress.

The following descriptions will briefly define the
characteristics of Fast and Slow Metabolism 
and the neuro-endocrine combinations of the sub-
categories.

*Sample washing and preparatory procedures will
vary from laboratory to laboratory. Improper
methods and procedures will adversely affect
those mineral patterns, ie ratios, that are critical
for this method of determining metabolic types, as
developed by Trace Elements Inc. 

Fast Metabolism
Fast Metabolism is synonymous with Sympathetic
Dominance, Fast Oxidation and Type A personali-
ty. Excessive sympathetic nervous system activity
increases the availability of glucose for rapid
metabolism via epinephrine release from the 
adrenal medulla. The adrenal medulla stimulates
other areas of the body that are not directly inner-
vated by sympathetic nerve fibres and can
increase the metabolic rate by as much as 100 
percent.

The fast metaboliser’s cellular oxidation is more
than adequate in pyruvate and oxaloacetic acid
production, but inadequate in the production of
acetates. This results in incomplete energy 
production in the Krebs cycle. The fast metabolis-
er is in a state of rapid glycolysis, which accounts
for the high metabolic rate. High HCI with tissue
acidity and low pancreatic enzyme production are
usually present also.

The fast metaboliser is usually experiencing a con-
siderable amount of stress (physical, emotional, or
a combination of both). He or she often enjoys
stressful situations and may even seek them out.
This type of person is usually late for appoint-
ments, somewhat agitated or hyperexcitable, and
is often considered a workaholic. If the metabo-
lism becomes too fast, he begins to experience
more emotional stress, especially anxiety about
the future. The blood pressure may become elevat-
ed, with accompanying dental problems and
excessive perspiration. Frequently, an increased
need to eat develops in order to maintain high
energy levels. Weight gain will usually occur in
the abdominal region. 
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Fast Metabolism Type 1: Classified as sympa-
thetic dominant with increased adrenal activity
and increased thyroid function. This synchronous
neuro- endocrine combination will frequently
result in increased energy levels. However, if an
imbalance develops between the adrenal and 
thyroid glands, the ability to sustain energy levels
may become diminished. The Fast Metaboliser
Type 1 can develop TMA patterns associated 
with an alarm, resistance or recovery stage of
stress.

Fast Metabolism Type 2: Classified as sympa-
thetic dominant with increased adrenal cortical
activity and lowered thyroid function. This imbal-
anced neuro-endocrine combination reflects the
alarm stage of stress. When the adrenal cortex
becomes dominant over thyroid activity, energy
fluctuations may become dramatic. Often the Type
2 individual will experience an increase then a
decrease in energy levels, which can contribute to
significant mood swings.

Fast Metabolism Type 3: Classified as sympa-
thetic dominant with decreased adrenal cortical
activity in conjunction with increased thyroid
function. This imbalanced neuro-endocrine 
combination is indicative of the resistance or
exhaustion stage of stress and is often associated
with depression and irritability if chronic. 

Fast Metabolism Type 4: Classified as sym-
pathetic neurological dominance with decreased
adrenal activity and decreased thyroid glandular
function. This neuro-endocrine combination is
associated with the exhaustion stage of stress,
often reflected in extreme fatigue, depression, and
anxiety.

Slow Metabolism
Slow Metabolism is synonymous with parasympa-
thetic Dominance, Slow Oxidation and Type B
personality. Generally speaking, the slow metabol-
ic types metabolise glucose at a reduced rate. If
slow metabolism is severe, energy production and
maintenance of normal energy levels will become
inadequate. This is a result of the inability to split
glucose molecules to form adequate amounts of
pyruvates and oxaloacetic acid in the glycolysis
cycle. This then leads to the inability to produce
citric acid in the Krebs cycle. Low HCI and tissue
alkalinity are also usually present.

Slow metabolisers are most often well organised
and methodical. They tend to start projects and see
them through to completion. Often regarded as
perfectionists, they perform best when not under

stress. If the metabolic rate becomes excessively
reduced they are subject to fatigue, requiring extra
amounts of rest. They eventually experience
depression, often dwelling upon the past. Blood
pressure may decrease below normal, and they
may develop cold hands and feet. Weight gain will
usually be noticed on the thighs and hips. If the
metabolism continues to decrease, protein food
(especially meats) will become poorly tolerated
which may then increase their tendency toward
vegetarianism.

Slow Metabolism Type 1: Classified as para-
sympathetic dominant with decreased adrenal
medullary activity and decreased thyroid function.
This synchronous neuro-endocrine combination
will result in sustained energy levels (endurance);
however, the production of energy will be below
optimum. The slow metaboliser Type 1 can expe-
rience any one of the four stages of stress.

Slow Metabolism Type 2: Classified as para-
sympathetic dominant with increased adrenal 
cortical activity and decreased thyroid function.
This imbalanced neuro-endocrine combination is
indicative of the alarm stage of stress. When the
adrenal cortex is dominant relative to the thyroid,
energy fluctuations may become pronounced. The
slow metaboliser Type 2 will normally experience
both elevated and depressed energy levels, which
can contribute to significant mood swings. 

Slow Metabolism Type 3: Classified as para-
sympathetic dominant with decreased adrenal 
cortical activity and increased thyroid function.
This imbalanced neuro-endocrine combination is
indicative of the resistance or exhaustion stages of
stress. When chronic, slow metabolism Type 3 is
often associated with depression and irritability. 

Slow Metabolism Type 4: Classified as para-
sympathetic dominant with high adrenal activity
in conjunction with elevated thyroid function.
This imbalanced neuro-endocrine combination is
usually a result of an acute alarm stage of stress
that has progressed into the stage of resistance.

Endocrine/mineral 
relationships
The mineral patterns found in the hair reflect the
internal metabolic environment. These TMA pat-
terns are greatly influenced by the endocrine
glands and are largely a reflection of endocrine
activity that contributes to increased absorption,
retention and excretion of trace elements.
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The endocrine glands of the body are similar to
minerals, in that they possess antagonistic and
synergistic relationships. Figures 1-3 show the
endocrine and mineral relationships as indicated
by current research. Figure 1 illustrates the antag-
onistic relationship of the endocrines. Increased 
activity of one gland will have a suppressing
effect upon another. A decrease in the activity of
a gland will in turn allow increased expression of
an opposing gland, or will alter tissue sensitivity
to its hormone. Any alteration in endocrine activ-
ity will have an influence on mineral metabolism,
absorption, retention and excretion.

Figure 2 illustrates the endocrine glands that 
are dominant in the fast metaboliser and the 
effect they have upon mineral retention and 

excretion. These endocrines have synergistic or
reciprocal relationships and can be classified as
catabolic. Calcium and phosphorus are affected
primarily, resulting in an increase in phosphorus
retention and an increase in calcium loss or 
excretion. Frequently, when phosphorus is
retained, sodium and potassium retention also
occurs. Concurrently, a reduction in calcium
retention is usually accompanied by a loss of
magnesium.

Figure 3 shows the synergistic glands that are
associated with slow metabolism and parasympa-
thetic dominance. These glands can be classified
as anabolic. An increase in activity of these glands
will influence the retention of calcium relative to
phosphorus. When calcium is retained, magne-
sium retention also occurs, along with increased
sodium and potassium excretion or loss.

The influence of the endocrine glands on mineral
metabolism will have a definite effect on the 
tissue mineral patterns found in the hair and other
tissues of the body, producing deficiencies, imbal-
ances and excess accumulation. The endocrines
may in turn be affected by appropriate nutritional
therapy, thereby reversing or preventing further
metabolic disturbances produced by their relative
dominance and/or inhibitory effects.

TMA endocrine indicators
Tissue mineral analysis is an ideal method of
assessing endocrine influence on mineral metabo-
lism, especially absorption and retention.
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Dr. Melvin Page described the parasympathetic
types as having a dominance of the anabolic
glands, which, as illustrated previously, include
the pancreas, parathyroid, adrenal cortex and 
posterior pituitary. These glands affect calcium
retention in the body relative to phosphorus. An
elevated calcium to phosphorus ratio is seen in a
slow metaboliser’s hair analysis.

The sympathetic biochemical type is dominant in
catabolic glandular activity. These glands include
the thyroid, adrenal medulla and anterior pitu-
itary. Increased catabolic glandular activity
increases phosphorus retention in the tissues 
relative to calcium. A low calcium to phosphorus
ratio in the hair is indicative of fast metabolism. 

Thyroid activity:
Thyroid activity is often indicated by the tissue
calcium to potassium ratio. Potassium is necessary
to sensitise the tissues to the effects of thyroxin.
Studies have shown that in hypothyroid states, the
intestinal absorption of calcium increases with
lower than normal calcium excretion via the kid-
neys. The ideal calcium to potassium ratio in hair
tissue is 4.2 to 1, as determined by T.E.I. research.
Elevation of calcium in relation to potassium indi-
cates a trend toward hypothyroidism, while a low
tissue calcium to potassium ratio indicates a trend
toward hyperthyroidism.

Parathyroid activity:
Increased parathyroid hormone activity can
directly increase the renal tubular absorption of
magnesium. High tissue magnesium suggests of
increased parathyroid activity, while low tissue
magnesium suggests decreased parathyroid 
function.

Adrenal activity:
The adrenal cortex produces mineralocorticoid 
hormones. The primary function of these hor-
mones is to regulate the electrolytes, sodium and
potassium. Hair tissue studies of these two miner-
als, in conjunction with other mineral levels and
ratios, can give an indication of adrenal activity.*
Production of the mineral corticoid aldosterone is
usually higher in the fast metaboliser than in the
slow. Increased aldosterone production may be
indicated by excessive tissue sodium relative to
magnesium levels.

*Sample preparation and testing methods of 
different labs will produce variation in sodium
and potassium results. Tissue mineral indicators
can therefore vary from one lab to another.

Causes of mineral 
imbalance
Many factors can contribute to mineral imbal-
ances. As Dr. Ashmead stated in his book, Chelated
Mineral Nutrition in Plants, Animals and Man,
“There are at least eighteen barriers to mineral
absorption, which means that the minerals we
consume do not necessarily wind up in our 
bodies.”

Diet: A major factor contributing to a mineral
imbalance is improper eating habits. Excessive
intake of refined carbohydrates, alcohol and fad
diets can all lead to poor mineral nutrition. Even
the mineral content of a “healthy” diet can be
inadequate, depending upon the soil in which the
food was grown or the method by which it was
prepared. 

Stress: Stress, either physical or emotional, can
lead to mineral imbalances. Certain nutrients such
as the mineral zinc and the B-complex vitamins
are lost in greater quantities due to increased
stress. Nutrient absorption can also decrease when
the body is under stress.

Medications: Medications can deplete the body
store of nutrient minerals or increase the levels of
toxic metals. The well-known effects of diuretics
include sodium loss and in many cases, a potassi-
um and magnesium loss. Antacids, aspirin and oral
contraceptive agents can lead to vitamin and min-
eral deficiencies as well as toxic metal excesses.

Pollution: Toxic metals such as lead, mercury
and cadmium can interfere with mineral absorp-
tion and increase mineral excretion. From adoles-
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The endocrine glands of the body are similar to
minerals, in that they possess antagonistic and
synergistic relationships. Figures 1-3 show the
endocrine and mineral relationships as indicated
by current research. Figure 1 illustrates the antag-
onistic relationship of the endocrines. Increased 
activity of one gland will have a suppressing
effect upon another. A decrease in the activity of
a gland will in turn allow increased expression of
an opposing gland, or will alter tissue sensitivity
to its hormone. Any alteration in endocrine activ-
ity will have an influence on mineral metabolism,
absorption, retention and excretion.

Figure 2 illustrates the endocrine glands that 
are dominant in the fast metaboliser and the 
effect they have upon mineral retention and 

excretion. These endocrines have synergistic or
reciprocal relationships and can be classified as
catabolic. Calcium and phosphorus are affected
primarily, resulting in an increase in phosphorus
retention and an increase in calcium loss or 
excretion. Frequently, when phosphorus is
retained, sodium and potassium retention also
occurs. Concurrently, a reduction in calcium
retention is usually accompanied by a loss of
magnesium.

Figure 3 shows the synergistic glands that are
associated with slow metabolism and parasympa-
thetic dominance. These glands can be classified
as anabolic. An increase in activity of these glands
will influence the retention of calcium relative to
phosphorus. When calcium is retained, magne-
sium retention also occurs, along with increased
sodium and potassium excretion or loss.

The influence of the endocrine glands on mineral
metabolism will have a definite effect on the 
tissue mineral patterns found in the hair and other
tissues of the body, producing deficiencies, imbal-
ances and excess accumulation. The endocrines
may in turn be affected by appropriate nutritional
therapy, thereby reversing or preventing further
metabolic disturbances produced by their relative
dominance and/or inhibitory effects.

TMA endocrine indicators
Tissue mineral analysis is an ideal method of
assessing endocrine influence on mineral metabo-
lism, especially absorption and retention.
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Dr. Melvin Page described the parasympathetic
types as having a dominance of the anabolic
glands, which, as illustrated previously, include
the pancreas, parathyroid, adrenal cortex and 
posterior pituitary. These glands affect calcium
retention in the body relative to phosphorus. An
elevated calcium to phosphorus ratio is seen in a
slow metaboliser’s hair analysis.

The sympathetic biochemical type is dominant in
catabolic glandular activity. These glands include
the thyroid, adrenal medulla and anterior pitu-
itary. Increased catabolic glandular activity
increases phosphorus retention in the tissues 
relative to calcium. A low calcium to phosphorus
ratio in the hair is indicative of fast metabolism. 

Thyroid activity:
Thyroid activity is often indicated by the tissue
calcium to potassium ratio. Potassium is necessary
to sensitise the tissues to the effects of thyroxin.
Studies have shown that in hypothyroid states, the
intestinal absorption of calcium increases with
lower than normal calcium excretion via the kid-
neys. The ideal calcium to potassium ratio in hair
tissue is 4.2 to 1, as determined by T.E.I. research.
Elevation of calcium in relation to potassium indi-
cates a trend toward hypothyroidism, while a low
tissue calcium to potassium ratio indicates a trend
toward hyperthyroidism.

Parathyroid activity:
Increased parathyroid hormone activity can
directly increase the renal tubular absorption of
magnesium. High tissue magnesium suggests of
increased parathyroid activity, while low tissue
magnesium suggests decreased parathyroid 
function.

Adrenal activity:
The adrenal cortex produces mineralocorticoid 
hormones. The primary function of these hor-
mones is to regulate the electrolytes, sodium and
potassium. Hair tissue studies of these two miner-
als, in conjunction with other mineral levels and
ratios, can give an indication of adrenal activity.*
Production of the mineral corticoid aldosterone is
usually higher in the fast metaboliser than in the
slow. Increased aldosterone production may be
indicated by excessive tissue sodium relative to
magnesium levels.

*Sample preparation and testing methods of 
different labs will produce variation in sodium
and potassium results. Tissue mineral indicators
can therefore vary from one lab to another.

Causes of mineral 
imbalance
Many factors can contribute to mineral imbal-
ances. As Dr. Ashmead stated in his book, Chelated
Mineral Nutrition in Plants, Animals and Man,
“There are at least eighteen barriers to mineral
absorption, which means that the minerals we
consume do not necessarily wind up in our 
bodies.”

Diet: A major factor contributing to a mineral
imbalance is improper eating habits. Excessive
intake of refined carbohydrates, alcohol and fad
diets can all lead to poor mineral nutrition. Even
the mineral content of a “healthy” diet can be
inadequate, depending upon the soil in which the
food was grown or the method by which it was
prepared. 

Stress: Stress, either physical or emotional, can
lead to mineral imbalances. Certain nutrients such
as the mineral zinc and the B-complex vitamins
are lost in greater quantities due to increased
stress. Nutrient absorption can also decrease when
the body is under stress.

Medications: Medications can deplete the body
store of nutrient minerals or increase the levels of
toxic metals. The well-known effects of diuretics
include sodium loss and in many cases, a potassi-
um and magnesium loss. Antacids, aspirin and oral
contraceptive agents can lead to vitamin and min-
eral deficiencies as well as toxic metal excesses.

Pollution: Toxic metals such as lead, mercury
and cadmium can interfere with mineral absorp-
tion and increase mineral excretion. From adoles-
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cence to adulthood the average person is continu-
ally exposed to a variety of toxic metal sources
such as cigarette smoke (cadmium), car exhaust
(lead), copper and aluminum cookware, hair dyes
(lead), lead based cosmetics, hydrogenated oils
(nickel), antiperspirants (aluminum) and dental
amalgams (mercury and cadmium). These are just
a few of the hundreds of sources an individual
may be exposed to every day.

Genetic and individual factors: Inherited
predispositions and individual metabolic dysfunc-
tions affect biochemical balances and nutritional
requirements.

Nutritional supplements: Vitamin and min-
eral supplements can also lead to mineral imbal-
ances. Calcium absorption is decreased in the
presence of excess phosphorus. Vitamin C is
required for iron absorption, but in excess
amounts it can cause a copper deficiency. Vitamin
D enhances calcium absorption but, in excess
amounts, can produce a magnesium deficiency,
etc.

Conditions associated with
mineral imbalances
Continuing research is showing that many health
conditions can be attributed to, or aggravated by
various mineral imbalances and toxic metal
excesses.

Arteriosclerosis: Excessive calcium deposition
on the arteries is higher in areas of the world with
magnesium deficient soils and water. Magnesium
is required in sufficient amounts to maintain a
resistance to excessive calcium in the soft tissues
of the body. An abnormal calcium to magnesium
relationship can be readily identified through 
tissue mineral testing. The abnormal relationship
of these minerals is not always revealed by other
diagnostic tests. 

Hypercholesterolaemia: Excess serum cho-
lesterol and increased incidence of heart disease
have been related to a low serum copper to zinc
ratio. High zinc to copper ratios found in the 
tissues should warrant further investigation.

Hypertension: High sodium intake has long
been associated with hypertension. Recent 
evidence now indicates that other minerals can
protect the body from the adverse affects of 
sodium. Calcium to sodium levels, and magnesium
to sodium ratios may show a trend toward high

blood pressure. They can also indicate preventa-
tive or control measures through supplementation
and dietary modifications. 

Hyperactivity: Research reveals a strong 
relationship between hyperactivity in children and
toxic metals such as cadmium, lead, and mercury,
as well as high levels of iron, manganese and 
copper. 

Migraines: Excessive nutrient mineral accumu-
lation as well as toxic metals such as cadmium,
mercury and lead can contribute to migraine
headaches.

Learning disabilities: Toxic metals such as
lead have been implicated in learning disabilities
and attention deficit disorders. Deficiencies of cer-
tain minerals have been shown to be associated
with decreased academic performance.

“Through proper interpretation, there 
exists a unique ability to recognise 
abnormal processes from trace mineral 
patterns found in the hair and other 
tissues. With specific dietary modifications,
restoration of a more normal biochemical 
balance can be achieved, thereby 
eliminating many nutritionally related
endocrine, neurological and even 
emotional disturbances.”
David L. Watts. PhD.

What suggests a need for
tissue mineral analysis?
Tissue mineral analysis is a screening tool that can
be applied in any phase of therapy and any area
of the health care field. If a patient is suffering
from an illness or syndrome and the cause cannot
be identified through ordinary testing procedures,
or if therapy is not completely effective, hair
analysis can be very helpful. Tissue mineral 
testing reveals a unique metabolic world - cellular
metabolic activity - which cannot be measured
through most other tests. A hair tissue test can
help pinpoint metabolic disturbances as well as
indicate the appropriate corrective clinical
approach. 

Ideally, hair analysis should be used once a year to
evaluate toxic metal exposure and accumulation
and to check essential nutrient balances 
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What to expect from 
a TMA evaluation and 
program
The laboratory provides excellent clinical data for
all minerals routinely tested. The laboratory offers
advanced interpretations that help you to deter-
mine which mineral imbalances are present to
identify the factors contributing to your patient’s
condition. This, in conjunction with our highly
specific dietary and supplement recommendations,
can help you formulate a therapeutic program to
decrease toxic metal burdens and restore a more
normal biochemical balance. 

After starting the rebalancing program, the patient
may experience symptomatic changes very quick-
ly, usually within 10 to 20 days. If an excess body
burden of toxic metals exists, the patient may
develop temporary discomfort during this period
of elimination. Such discomfort can usually be 
alleviated by temporarily reducing the supplement
program. This is suggested, particularly if the
patient becomes too uncomfortable during a toxic
metal elimination. 

When to retest
Since the supplements and other recommenda-
tions are so specific, we suggest that the patient
retest after 60 and before 90 days if they are
observing the program. This is necessary to follow
the patient’s progress and to make changes in the
nutritional recommendations as required.

NOTE: If a follow-up analysis is not performed in 90
days we suggest that the TMA report recommendations
be discontinued. 

Mineral levels reported
With each TMA test, the report will graphically
depict and list the hair tissue mineral levels 
of thirty-six (36) trace elements, using a bar graph
presentation. The report is laid out in an easy-to-
read format highlighting three main groups: nutri-
ent, toxic and additional minerals. 

Nutrient minerals analysed:
Calcium Magnesium Sodium
Potassium Copper Zinc
Phosphorus Iron Manganese
Chromium Selenium Boron
Cobalt Molybdenum Sulfur

Toxic minerals analysed:
Arsenic Beryllium Mercury
Cadmium Aluminium Lead
Uranium Antimony*

Additional minerals analysed:
Barium Lithium Nickel
Platinum Strontium Tin
Titanium Tungsten Zirconium
Thallium Bismuth Germanium
Vanadium Rubidium
*Subject to availability

Mineral ratios reported
Each report also highlights over 25 important
mineral ratios, grouped: significant ratios, toxic
ratios and additional ratios. 

Significant ratios:
Calcium to Phosphorus (Ca/P)
Sodium to Potassium (Na/K)
Calcium to Potassium (Ca/K)
Zinc to Copper (Zn/Cu)
Sodium to Magnesium (Na/Mg)
Calcium to Magnesium (Ca/Mg)
Iron to Copper (Fe/Cu)

Toxic ratios:
Calcium to Lead (Ca/Pb)
Iron to Lead (Fe/Pb)
Iron to Mercury (Fe/Hg)
Selenium to Mercury (Se/Hg)
Zinc to Cadmium (Zn/Cd)
Zinc to Mercury (Zn/Hg)
Sulfur to Mercury (S/Hg)
Sulfur to Cadmium (S/Cd)
Sulfur to Lead (S/Pb)

Additional ratios:
Calcium to Strontium (Ca/Sr)
Chromium to Vanadium (Cr/V)
Copper to Molybdenum (Cu/Mo)
Iron to Cobalt (Fe/Co)
Potassium to Cobalt (K/Co)
Potassium to Lithium (K/Li)
Magnesium to Boron (Mg/B)
Sulfur to Copper (S/Cu)
Selenium to Thallium (Se/Tl)
Selenium to Tin (Se/Sn)
Zinc to Tin (Zn/Sn)
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cence to adulthood the average person is continu-
ally exposed to a variety of toxic metal sources
such as cigarette smoke (cadmium), car exhaust
(lead), copper and aluminum cookware, hair dyes
(lead), lead based cosmetics, hydrogenated oils
(nickel), antiperspirants (aluminum) and dental
amalgams (mercury and cadmium). These are just
a few of the hundreds of sources an individual
may be exposed to every day.

Genetic and individual factors: Inherited
predispositions and individual metabolic dysfunc-
tions affect biochemical balances and nutritional
requirements.

Nutritional supplements: Vitamin and min-
eral supplements can also lead to mineral imbal-
ances. Calcium absorption is decreased in the
presence of excess phosphorus. Vitamin C is
required for iron absorption, but in excess
amounts it can cause a copper deficiency. Vitamin
D enhances calcium absorption but, in excess
amounts, can produce a magnesium deficiency,
etc.

Conditions associated with
mineral imbalances
Continuing research is showing that many health
conditions can be attributed to, or aggravated by
various mineral imbalances and toxic metal
excesses.

Arteriosclerosis: Excessive calcium deposition
on the arteries is higher in areas of the world with
magnesium deficient soils and water. Magnesium
is required in sufficient amounts to maintain a
resistance to excessive calcium in the soft tissues
of the body. An abnormal calcium to magnesium
relationship can be readily identified through 
tissue mineral testing. The abnormal relationship
of these minerals is not always revealed by other
diagnostic tests. 

Hypercholesterolaemia: Excess serum cho-
lesterol and increased incidence of heart disease
have been related to a low serum copper to zinc
ratio. High zinc to copper ratios found in the 
tissues should warrant further investigation.

Hypertension: High sodium intake has long
been associated with hypertension. Recent 
evidence now indicates that other minerals can
protect the body from the adverse affects of 
sodium. Calcium to sodium levels, and magnesium
to sodium ratios may show a trend toward high

blood pressure. They can also indicate preventa-
tive or control measures through supplementation
and dietary modifications. 

Hyperactivity: Research reveals a strong 
relationship between hyperactivity in children and
toxic metals such as cadmium, lead, and mercury,
as well as high levels of iron, manganese and 
copper. 

Migraines: Excessive nutrient mineral accumu-
lation as well as toxic metals such as cadmium,
mercury and lead can contribute to migraine
headaches.

Learning disabilities: Toxic metals such as
lead have been implicated in learning disabilities
and attention deficit disorders. Deficiencies of cer-
tain minerals have been shown to be associated
with decreased academic performance.

“Through proper interpretation, there 
exists a unique ability to recognise 
abnormal processes from trace mineral 
patterns found in the hair and other 
tissues. With specific dietary modifications,
restoration of a more normal biochemical 
balance can be achieved, thereby 
eliminating many nutritionally related
endocrine, neurological and even 
emotional disturbances.”
David L. Watts. PhD.

What suggests a need for
tissue mineral analysis?
Tissue mineral analysis is a screening tool that can
be applied in any phase of therapy and any area
of the health care field. If a patient is suffering
from an illness or syndrome and the cause cannot
be identified through ordinary testing procedures,
or if therapy is not completely effective, hair
analysis can be very helpful. Tissue mineral 
testing reveals a unique metabolic world - cellular
metabolic activity - which cannot be measured
through most other tests. A hair tissue test can
help pinpoint metabolic disturbances as well as
indicate the appropriate corrective clinical
approach. 

Ideally, hair analysis should be used once a year to
evaluate toxic metal exposure and accumulation
and to check essential nutrient balances 
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What to expect from 
a TMA evaluation and 
program
The laboratory provides excellent clinical data for
all minerals routinely tested. The laboratory offers
advanced interpretations that help you to deter-
mine which mineral imbalances are present to
identify the factors contributing to your patient’s
condition. This, in conjunction with our highly
specific dietary and supplement recommendations,
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decrease toxic metal burdens and restore a more
normal biochemical balance. 
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Mineral levels reported
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Copper to Molybdenum (Cu/Mo)
Iron to Cobalt (Fe/Co)
Potassium to Cobalt (K/Co)
Potassium to Lithium (K/Li)
Magnesium to Boron (Mg/B)
Sulfur to Copper (S/Cu)
Selenium to Thallium (Se/Tl)
Selenium to Tin (Se/Sn)
Zinc to Tin (Zn/Sn)
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How to take a 
representative hair tissue
sample
Taking a representative hair sample is relatively
quick and simple. Only half of one gram (0.5 gm)
or approximately a tablespoon of hair is required.

Head hair is recommended as the preferred sample
type. The hair should be taken from the occipital
region of the head. We suggest that the sample be
taken in an inconspicuous manner by cutting hair
from the nape region and/or several scalp loca-
tions. Cut the hair as close to the scalp as possible.
Use clean stainless steel scissors. The length of
hair used should not exceed 4 cm or 1.5 inches.
Retain the proximal (root) portion and 
discard any excess hair. 

The freshly grown hair reflects the most recent
metabolic activity. Cleansed, rinsed and untreated
hair is best for sampling. If the hair has been
chemically treated, virgin (or untreated) hair can
usually be found underneath at the nape of the
neck. Pubic hair is acceptable for monitoring tox-
ins. Thinning scissors may be used on short hair.
Do not mix head hair with pubic (or other) hair.

How to order a hair tissue
mineral analysis
For your convenience InterClinical Laboratories
provide special hair weighing cards, sample sachet
envelopes and tissue mineral analysis request
forms. Hair samples can be sent safely to our facil-
ities by post.

Sample variations
Hair analysis data, as with data obtained from
other biological samples, may be affected by the
patient’s lifestyle (personal activities, diet, medica-
tions, environment and hygiene). The doctor’s
knowledge and consideration of these factors is
ultimately necessary for achieving more precise
assessment of the patient’s condition.

The doctor should also be aware of the following
factors which can directly influence the results of
hair tissue mineral analysis: hair dyes, bleaches,
permanents, medicated shampoos, frequent swim-
ming and improper sampling and/or sampling
tools. 

Hair dyes: Colouring agents, specifically black
dyes, contain lead as lead acetate. If your patient
is using a product containing lead, such as
“Grecian Formula”, the results of the test will
show a markedly elevated lead level. This should
not be considered representative of the body’s lead
content. However, it has been reported in the
Indian Journal of Medical Research that women
using lead-based cosmetics and dyes showed
increased urinary excretion of lead. Urinary lead
content decreased when the products were discon-
tinued. Other dyes, such as vegetable dyes, do not
appreciably alter the levels of the minerals and are
much safer to use. 

Bleaches and permanents: Hair bleaching
and permanents can cause an artificial 
elevation of calcium and magnesium. If a patient
has had a bleach or permanent, wait until new
hair growth has emerged (approximately six to
eight weeks) before sampling. 

Shampoos: Medicated shampoos may 
contribute to elevated levels of elements such as
zinc and selenium. For example ZP-11 Anti-
dandruff Shampoo contains zinc as an active
ingredient and “Selsun Blue” contains selenium as
selenium sulfide.

Swimming: Copper contamination can occur
due to copper sulfate found in the water purifica-
tion systems of many pools. Frequent swimmers in
pools containing this chemical may show high
levels of copper in the hair.

Improper sampling: Reference ranges and
interpretive evaluations are based solely upon
head hair obtained from several areas of the
occipital and upper nape region of the scalp.
Samples obtained other than as stated in the 
section, “How to obtain a representative hair 
sample” may give unreliable information about
the person’s mineral status. 

Sampling tools: Sampling scissors that are not
surgical grade stainless steel or plastic may cause
contamination of the hair sample, eg. copper, dirty
or rusty scissors.

NOTE: When there is doubt about the validity of
an elevated mineral level found in the scalp hair,
pubic hair may be recommended for confirmation.
Pubic hair may reveal the accumulation of toxic
metals absorbed through the skin from cosmetics
and hair treatments. However, due to sporadic
growth patterns and limited documentation of
clinical use, pubic hair is only recommended as a
secondary confirmation aid.
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Guide to nutritional 
supplement 
recommendations
Years of research and clinical observations have
lead to the recognition of the stimulating and
sedating effects of nutrients upon metabolism. 
In continuing these observations, Dr. Watts has
classified nutrients into one of the following two
categories: metabolic stimulating or metabolic
sedating. Some examples follow: 

STIMULATING SEDATING
Sodium Calcium
Potassium Copper
Phosphorus Magnesium
Vitamin E Vitamin D
Vitamin B6 Zinc
Purines Fats
Softened Water Hard Water

Vitamins and minerals also exhibit synergistic and
antagonistic effects upon one another. Minerals
may interfere with or reduce the absorptive poten-
tial of other nutrients,  or they may enhance and
complement the absorption and utilisation of
another nutrient. The majority of multi vitamin-
mineral supplements currently available contain
many antagonistic relationships that ultimately
reduce the supplement’s clinical effectiveness.
Each essential mineral alone has over twenty 
different factors that determine its therapeutic
efficacy. Recognition of these nutrient interactions
is a crucial step in designing an effective nutri-
tional program.

Taking into consideration the various nutrient
interactions and individualised requirements of
specific biochemical types, responsible nutritional
therapy requires more than a “balanced” multi 

vitamin/mineral supplement. This is why a method
of testing that detects imbalances as well as 
indicating the correct procedure for restoring a 
normal balance is important. A shotgun approach
to nutritional therapy can often produce other
deficiencies and excesses. For example: 
Calcium supplementation: Excess calcium
intake can produce a phosphorus and magnesium
deficiency resulting in symptoms almost identical
to that of a calcium deficiency. A continued loss
of magnesium will contribute to increased sodium
retention and eventually a vitamin A deficiency,
etc.

Zinc supplementation: Over an extended
period of time, zinc can produce a copper or iron
deficiency as well as causing a sodium to potassi-
um imbalance. Excess zinc accumulation can 
produce conditions usually associated with zinc
deficiency, such as lowered resistance, fatigue,
hair loss and prostatitis, as well as symptoms of
vitamin D deficiency. 

Iron supplementation: Taken alone for
prolonged periods, iron supplements can result in
anaemia. This is due to iron’s antagonism to 
copper. Copper is necessary for the utilisation of
iron and if deficient can cause excess iron accu-
mulation within the tissues, thereby not allowing
iron to be incorporated into the haemoglobin 
molecule. 

Vitamin supplementation: Vitamins supple-
ments can be a double-edged sword. Vitamin C
deficiency can result from excess amounts of cop-
per and iron. Excessive intake of vitamin C, when
tissue copper level is marginal, can eventually
produce symptoms of vitamin C deficiency. The
vitamins B1 and B2 are known to be mutually
antagonistic. Excessive intake of one can lead to a
deficiency of the other. 
NB: Each set of individualised patient supplement
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NOTE: Any one or a combination of these 
minerals in excess can also antagonise calcium.
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How to take a 
representative hair tissue
sample
Taking a representative hair sample is relatively
quick and simple. Only half of one gram (0.5 gm)
or approximately a tablespoon of hair is required.

Head hair is recommended as the preferred sample
type. The hair should be taken from the occipital
region of the head. We suggest that the sample be
taken in an inconspicuous manner by cutting hair
from the nape region and/or several scalp loca-
tions. Cut the hair as close to the scalp as possible.
Use clean stainless steel scissors. The length of
hair used should not exceed 4 cm or 1.5 inches.
Retain the proximal (root) portion and 
discard any excess hair. 

The freshly grown hair reflects the most recent
metabolic activity. Cleansed, rinsed and untreated
hair is best for sampling. If the hair has been
chemically treated, virgin (or untreated) hair can
usually be found underneath at the nape of the
neck. Pubic hair is acceptable for monitoring tox-
ins. Thinning scissors may be used on short hair.
Do not mix head hair with pubic (or other) hair.

How to order a hair tissue
mineral analysis
For your convenience InterClinical Laboratories
provide special hair weighing cards, sample sachet
envelopes and tissue mineral analysis request
forms. Hair samples can be sent safely to our facil-
ities by post.

Sample variations
Hair analysis data, as with data obtained from
other biological samples, may be affected by the
patient’s lifestyle (personal activities, diet, medica-
tions, environment and hygiene). The doctor’s
knowledge and consideration of these factors is
ultimately necessary for achieving more precise
assessment of the patient’s condition.

The doctor should also be aware of the following
factors which can directly influence the results of
hair tissue mineral analysis: hair dyes, bleaches,
permanents, medicated shampoos, frequent swim-
ming and improper sampling and/or sampling
tools. 

Hair dyes: Colouring agents, specifically black
dyes, contain lead as lead acetate. If your patient
is using a product containing lead, such as
“Grecian Formula”, the results of the test will
show a markedly elevated lead level. This should
not be considered representative of the body’s lead
content. However, it has been reported in the
Indian Journal of Medical Research that women
using lead-based cosmetics and dyes showed
increased urinary excretion of lead. Urinary lead
content decreased when the products were discon-
tinued. Other dyes, such as vegetable dyes, do not
appreciably alter the levels of the minerals and are
much safer to use. 

Bleaches and permanents: Hair bleaching
and permanents can cause an artificial 
elevation of calcium and magnesium. If a patient
has had a bleach or permanent, wait until new
hair growth has emerged (approximately six to
eight weeks) before sampling. 

Shampoos: Medicated shampoos may 
contribute to elevated levels of elements such as
zinc and selenium. For example ZP-11 Anti-
dandruff Shampoo contains zinc as an active
ingredient and “Selsun Blue” contains selenium as
selenium sulfide.

Swimming: Copper contamination can occur
due to copper sulfate found in the water purifica-
tion systems of many pools. Frequent swimmers in
pools containing this chemical may show high
levels of copper in the hair.

Improper sampling: Reference ranges and
interpretive evaluations are based solely upon
head hair obtained from several areas of the
occipital and upper nape region of the scalp.
Samples obtained other than as stated in the 
section, “How to obtain a representative hair 
sample” may give unreliable information about
the person’s mineral status. 

Sampling tools: Sampling scissors that are not
surgical grade stainless steel or plastic may cause
contamination of the hair sample, eg. copper, dirty
or rusty scissors.

NOTE: When there is doubt about the validity of
an elevated mineral level found in the scalp hair,
pubic hair may be recommended for confirmation.
Pubic hair may reveal the accumulation of toxic
metals absorbed through the skin from cosmetics
and hair treatments. However, due to sporadic
growth patterns and limited documentation of
clinical use, pubic hair is only recommended as a
secondary confirmation aid.
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lead to the recognition of the stimulating and
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In continuing these observations, Dr. Watts has
classified nutrients into one of the following two
categories: metabolic stimulating or metabolic
sedating. Some examples follow: 

STIMULATING SEDATING
Sodium Calcium
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Phosphorus Magnesium
Vitamin E Vitamin D
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Vitamins and minerals also exhibit synergistic and
antagonistic effects upon one another. Minerals
may interfere with or reduce the absorptive poten-
tial of other nutrients,  or they may enhance and
complement the absorption and utilisation of
another nutrient. The majority of multi vitamin-
mineral supplements currently available contain
many antagonistic relationships that ultimately
reduce the supplement’s clinical effectiveness.
Each essential mineral alone has over twenty 
different factors that determine its therapeutic
efficacy. Recognition of these nutrient interactions
is a crucial step in designing an effective nutri-
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Taking into consideration the various nutrient
interactions and individualised requirements of
specific biochemical types, responsible nutritional
therapy requires more than a “balanced” multi 

vitamin/mineral supplement. This is why a method
of testing that detects imbalances as well as 
indicating the correct procedure for restoring a 
normal balance is important. A shotgun approach
to nutritional therapy can often produce other
deficiencies and excesses. For example: 
Calcium supplementation: Excess calcium
intake can produce a phosphorus and magnesium
deficiency resulting in symptoms almost identical
to that of a calcium deficiency. A continued loss
of magnesium will contribute to increased sodium
retention and eventually a vitamin A deficiency,
etc.

Zinc supplementation: Over an extended
period of time, zinc can produce a copper or iron
deficiency as well as causing a sodium to potassi-
um imbalance. Excess zinc accumulation can 
produce conditions usually associated with zinc
deficiency, such as lowered resistance, fatigue,
hair loss and prostatitis, as well as symptoms of
vitamin D deficiency. 

Iron supplementation: Taken alone for
prolonged periods, iron supplements can result in
anaemia. This is due to iron’s antagonism to 
copper. Copper is necessary for the utilisation of
iron and if deficient can cause excess iron accu-
mulation within the tissues, thereby not allowing
iron to be incorporated into the haemoglobin 
molecule. 

Vitamin supplementation: Vitamins supple-
ments can be a double-edged sword. Vitamin C
deficiency can result from excess amounts of cop-
per and iron. Excessive intake of vitamin C, when
tissue copper level is marginal, can eventually
produce symptoms of vitamin C deficiency. The
vitamins B1 and B2 are known to be mutually
antagonistic. Excessive intake of one can lead to a
deficiency of the other. 
NB: Each set of individualised patient supplement
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recommendations contained within the profile 2 
and 3 TMA reports take into consideration over 
300 nutritional factors. 

InterClinical Professional
InterClinical Professional (Trace Nutrients) 
product range, a unique line of 
practitioner-only supplements at the forefront 
of nutritional medicine preparations. The 
range contains evidence-based bio-activated 
vitamins, fully reacted chelated minerals, 
botanical extracts and an array of the highest 
quality bioavailable compounds. The InterClinical 
Professional product range is formulated to meet 
the fundamental needs of healthcare professionals.

With proper application, better monitoring tech-
niques and more predictable results, nutritional 
therapy can play a more valuable role in health 
care. For further details regarding the 
InterClinical Professional (Trace Nutrients) product 
line please contact InterClinical Laboratories.

The laboratory

Trace Elements Inc (TEI) is an internationally 
recognised US tissue mineral analysis laboratory 
and nutritional consulting company.  The labora-
tory is federally licensed, following strictly estab-
lished health and safety protocols, and is regularly 
inspected by the Clinical Laboratory Division of the 
US Department of Health and Human Services 
(License no. 45-DO481787).

TEI employs the finest state-of-the-art technology 
and the most experienced analytical and support 
staff to ensure scientifically accurate data and 
reports. TEI uses ICP-Mass Spectrometry (Sciex Elan 
6100, 9000 and NexION 1000 models) for all trace 
element determinations. It is one of the most 
sensitive analytical techniques available for 
mineral analysis today. All testing is performed 
in a trace element class laboratory clean room, 
using the most advanced and uniform 
temperature-controlled microwave digestion 
techniques (CEM Mars 5 Plus). 

Each patient result from TEI is based on a National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) stan-
dard curve, a rigorous quality control validation 
for tissue specimens. The result is also compared 
with a representative reference range derived from 
similar analysis of an international collection 
of normal and ‘healthy’ subjects.

High sensitivity balances used by the laboratory 
for weighing specimens and checking calibra-
tion/quality control standards are calibrated with 
weight sets from NIST. All stock standards used 
for daily calibration and quality control are pre-
pared by a leading certified ISO 9001 laboratory.

TEI is committed to precision, reliability and good 
overall laboratory practices.  The laboratory par-
ticipates in an ongoing quality assurance/quality 
control (QA/QC) program. Monthly QA/QC studies 
are conducted to confirm and validate all aspects 
of test methodology, personnel training, laborato-
ry reporting, safety, etc. Aspects of laboratory per-
formance are also continuously evaluated before, 
during and after each daily analytical run, eg. 
reagents, QC reference materials from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology, split speci-
men analysis, spiked samples, calibration-verifica-
tion studies and routine daily monitoring of 
patient data trends.

TEI voluntarily participates in inter-laboratory test 
comparison surveys. For example, the laboratory 
is involved in an ongoing program run by Le 
Centre de Toxicologie du Quebec, in Canada. This 
program compares the results of urine, blood and 
hair elemental testing from North American and 
European clinical laboratories using high resolu-
tion instrumentation. 

TEI provides laboratory   testing,   interpretations 
and nutritional consultations exclusively to 
health care professionals.  It also provides 
nutritional programs guidelines designed for 
patients based on their laboratory test results. The 
laboratory also conducts continuing research and 
education, disseminating   information   to clients 
that   can be applied in clinical practice.

Unrivaled quality assurance protocols and partici-
pation in inter-laboratory research programs are 
part of our commitment to the field of tissue min-
eral analysis and to providing the clinician with 
the finest analytical data and interpretative 
reports.
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Contributions

Trace Elements Inc. has made the following 
significant contributions in the field of 
nutritional medicine as a result of hair tissue
mineral research.

■ Development of a nutritional therapeutic
approach based on the recognition of eight (8)
individual biochemical types, from elemental
analysis of hair tissue.

■ Recognition of the sympathetic and parasym-
pathetic responses to metabolic dysfunctions.

■ Establishment of the link between nutritional,
neurological and endocrine systems as
determined by hair mineral patterns.

■ Identification of endocrine inter-relationships
and their impact upon biochemical and
nutritional status; recognition of specific
nutritional influences upon the biochemical and
endocrine systems.

■ Categorisation of individual nutrients
according to their sympathetic or para-
sympathetic effects.

■ Recognition of significant vitamin/mineral
interrelationships.

■ Development of metabolic supplements
synergistically formulated for specific
biochemical types.

Trace Elements Inc. is dedicated to maintaining 
a holistic approach to health-care. 
The laboratory is unique in recognising the
adverse impact of both over-nutrition as well as
under-nutrition.

“By stressing the importance of optimum 
nutrition and a metabolic balancing approach,
nutritional therapeutics becomes much more
effective and predictable.”

DR. DAVID L. WATTS Director of Research
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recommendations contained within the profile 2 
and 3 TMA reports take into consideration over 
300 nutritional factors. 

InterClinical Professional
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quality bioavailable compounds. The InterClinical 
Professional product range is formulated to meet 
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care. For further details regarding the 
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are conducted to confirm and validate all aspects 
of test methodology, personnel training, laborato-
ry reporting, safety, etc. Aspects of laboratory per-
formance are also continuously evaluated before, 
during and after each daily analytical run, eg. 
reagents, QC reference materials from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology, split speci-
men analysis, spiked samples, calibration-verifica-
tion studies and routine daily monitoring of 
patient data trends.

TEI voluntarily participates in inter-laboratory test 
comparison surveys. For example, the laboratory 
is involved in an ongoing program run by Le 
Centre de Toxicologie du Quebec, in Canada. This 
program compares the results of urine, blood and 
hair elemental testing from North American and 
European clinical laboratories using high resolu-
tion instrumentation. 

TEI provides laboratory   testing,   interpretations 
and nutritional consultations exclusively to 
health care professionals.  It also provides 
nutritional programs guidelines designed for 
patients based on their laboratory test results. The 
laboratory also conducts continuing research and 
education, disseminating   information   to clients 
that   can be applied in clinical practice.

Unrivaled quality assurance protocols and partici-
pation in inter-laboratory research programs are 
part of our commitment to the field of tissue min-
eral analysis and to providing the clinician with 
the finest analytical data and interpretative 
reports.
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Contributions

Trace Elements Inc. has made the following 
significant contributions in the field of 
nutritional medicine as a result of hair tissue
mineral research.

■ Development of a nutritional therapeutic
approach based on the recognition of eight (8)
individual biochemical types, from elemental
analysis of hair tissue.

■ Recognition of the sympathetic and parasym-
pathetic responses to metabolic dysfunctions.

■ Establishment of the link between nutritional,
neurological and endocrine systems as
determined by hair mineral patterns.

■ Identification of endocrine inter-relationships
and their impact upon biochemical and
nutritional status; recognition of specific
nutritional influences upon the biochemical and
endocrine systems.

■ Categorisation of individual nutrients
according to their sympathetic or para-
sympathetic effects.

■ Recognition of significant vitamin/mineral
interrelationships.

■ Development of metabolic supplements
synergistically formulated for specific
biochemical types.

Trace Elements Inc. is dedicated to maintaining 
a holistic approach to health-care. 
The laboratory is unique in recognising the
adverse impact of both over-nutrition as well as
under-nutrition.

“By stressing the importance of optimum 
nutrition and a metabolic balancing approach,
nutritional therapeutics becomes much more
effective and predictable.”

DR. DAVID L. WATTS Director of Research
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